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Nobel Laureate Tutu Addresses Convocation
BY BRIAN JACKSON

THE MOST REV. DESMOND TUTU,
Archbishop of Capetown, South Africa and Nobel

Laureate, received an honorary doctorate on Thursday,

May 5 in All Saints' Chapel. Tutu, a well-known

civil rights activist, said that God calls Christians in

South Africa to help transform an unjust and

oppressive society.

"God says, 1 place you here in South Africa to

be my agents of transformation," said Tutu. "Will

you help me stop a system that makes children suffer

from malnutrition in a country that exports food?

Will you help me stop a system that detains children

without trial?"

Tutu made the comments in an address delivered

during the noonday service where he and four

American Bishops received honorary doctor of

divinity degrees. Speaking to a capacity crowd and

numerous reporters, the Archbishop said that, given

the reality of the Cross, "How could any of us believe

that there could be any situation that could not be

transfigured?"

CHRISTIANS, HE SAID, CAN WORK hand-

in-hand "to create a new society, where black and

white may live as I want them to live — treating them

as my children, my brothers and sisters." Tutu, who
received a spontaneous moment of applause after his

degree was conferred, also thanked the American

people for their love, prayers, and concern.

Tutu said he was especially grateful for the

scholarship which the Board of Trustees recently

established in his honor. The award, he said, would

allow South Africans "to breathe fresh, clean air, and

to begin the process of exorcising their sense of

inadequacy that is the result of injustice and

oppression." At Sewanee, South African students

will experience "the benefit of living in this

Nobel Laureate Desmond Tutu

environment . . . and learning perhaps for the First

time what it means to be a human being," he said.

In praising Archbishop Tutu, the Very Rev.

Robert Giannini, Dean of the School of Theology,

declared that the University was acutely aware of his

"witness, courage, graciousness and spirituality."

Tutu, he said, "call(s) us to justice . . . and hold(s) up
to us our sins."

God, said Tutu, "has shown us that light is

stronger than darkness, life is stronger than death, and

love is stronger than hate. Joy, peace, and caring are

stronger than their counterparts."

In a brief exchange with reporters after the service,

Archbishop Tutu condemned the Reagan
administration for lack of action in South Africa,

despite the pleas of its black people for help. He did,

however, say that he was "enormously grateful for the

sanctions which the American people urged through

Congress."

Tutu's outspoken opposition of the South African

system of racial apartheid has made him a symbol of

that resistance worldwide. He has received the Nobel

Peace Prize for his efforts to earn global support for

the plight of blacks in South Africa. He was

consecrated Archbishop of Capetown in 1987.

During the remainder of his visit to Sewanee,

Tutu also briefly visited Guerry Auditorium, where he

thanked the crowd that watched the service on closed-

circuit television. Following the service, he attended

the University's Board of Trustees luncheon and an

evening banquet in honor of retiring Vice-Chancellor

Ayres.

Federal, slate, and local authorities implemented

extensive security arrangements during Tutu's visit.

Many students and community residents who could

not gain admission to the Chapel greeted the

Archbishop as he crossed the Quadrangle. An
unusually large number of Trustees were present for

the event.
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NEWS
Sewanee Hosts Conference on Minority Issues
BY JORDAN SAVAGE AND DAVID ROMAN

A CONFERENCE ON THE RECRUITMENT
and retention of minority students at historically-

white southern liberal arts colleges and universities

was held April 21 here at the University of the South.

Entitled "Success in the South," the conference of

many high school counselors and college

administrators addressed recruitment and retention

strategies, financial aid, pre-college counseling, and

campus environment issues through conference panel

discussions.

The four panel discussions were moderated by

Julian Bond, host of the nationally syndicated

television program America's Black Forum . The

conference was taped and will be broadcast on

America's Black Forum sometime in May. Panelists

included representatives from the University of

Tennessee, the University of the South, Oberlin,

Rutgers, Wake Forest, Rhodes, Davidson, William

and Mary, Agnes Scott, and Occidental College. A
representative from the United States Department of

Education was originally scheduled to attend as well,

but he was a last-minute cancellation.

Dr. Jacqueline Fleming, Ph.D, Harvard

University, and author of Blacks in College, delivered

the keynote address. She was given $750,000 by the

Carnegie Foundation to research black student

development in predominantly white schools. Over a

seven-year period, she examined eight predominantly

white schools and seven predominantly black schools

in four states - Georgia, Texas, Mississippi, and

Ohio. She found that the black student experiences

better development in predominanUy black colleges.

In fact, she claims that such development is thwarted

in predominantly white colleges. However, Fleming

argues that this does not mean that we should return

to segregation. "The research just tells us where we
are. If we don't like it, we can work to change it,"

she said.

FLEMING IDENTIFIES four developmental

pressures as the factors behind the thwarted

development of black students in predominanUy white

schools, pressures which cause recruitment and
retention problems. The first pressure is the pressure

to become involved in campus life. In predominantly

black schools, Fleming asserts, black students get

involved and get positive feelings about their college

experience. They are able to develop a wider network

of relationships that encourage and inspire them. For

instance, they can develop friendships which enhance

the intellectual development process. Furthermore,

they can also establish informal relationships with

faculty and staff and thus have an easier time finding

role-models. In predominantly white schools,

however, Fleming says black students have a harder

time finding such mentors, who are so necessary for

their development

Also, black students, in predominantly black

schools, have an easier time getting involved in

extracurricular activities and developing leadership

skills. Such involvement enhances the

developmental process. On the other hand, in

predominantly white schools, when black students do

not get involved in extracurricular activities, they

often look for other ways of developing leadership

skills, sometimes through unconstructive political

movements. Thus, their energy becomes negative

ahd is not devoted to the classroom. However,

Fleming asserts that a perception exists that blacks

take away opportunities from whites. Because of this

perception, blacks are reluctant to try for leadership

positions. Therefore, says Fleming, we need to

eliminate this perception in order to improve the

campus environment.

The second pressure identified by Fleming is the

drive toward competence. This pressure emerges

indirecilj in predominantly white schools because

black students lose interest in academics. It is harder

for black students to achieve competence in while

schools than in black schools.

The third developmental pressure stated by

Fleming is the pressure to form attachments with

faculty and staff members. Black students look up to

black faculty as mentors towards finding a sense of

identity and eventually a career path. "Mentors are

the first most important factor in student

development." In white colleges, black students have

a harder time finding those mentors so essential to

their development. "There is no substitute for having

a mentor," asserts Fleming. In white colleges, black

students have to learn how to find mentors.

Otherwise, their development cannot reach its full

potential.

FLEMING'S FOURTH PRESSURE is the

pressure of threatening situations, sometimes

physical, that blacks experience in college. Blacks

have a 50 percent chance of experiencing threatening

situations-increasingly so over their four years of

college. As a response, they develop the "peculiar

pressure of blackness," according to Fleming. This

"pressure of blackness" sometimes translates itself

into political movements, because, once the student

is threatened, he is blocked in terms of thinking

constructively. As a result, in white schools, black

students tend to be more active . This yields no

academic gain; it is merely a defensive response.

Furthermore, schools tend to cover-up those incidents

of racial unrest Fleming states that this only causes

students to be traumatized by the school's reluctance

to look into the nature of the problem, and further

degenerates the campus environment.

Fleming claims research has shown that blacks

get the least attention from teachers in predominantly

white schools. "Blacks are ignored in the curriculum

and they notice it," There is nothing in the

curriculum to assist them and they are ignored by the

agents of the curriculum — the faculty. The
curriculum needs to be changed to include not only

the Western experience but all experience in this

country. The challenge then becomes to provide the

best of both worlds; western and nonwestern values in

America.

Perhaps the most important issue raised by
Fleming was the identity issue, namely, "Do I stay

black or do I become white?" In white schools, black

students must affirm their identity while, at the same
time, they learn to integrate it with the majority.

This necessity to integrate can be inhibited by the

peer pressure in the black subculture to separate.

Fleming argues that such pressure "is just as bad as

whites who exhibit racial hostility." She also asserts

that university activities must involve universal

interests. Therefore, blacks will experience a feeling

of belonging to the student community as a whole.

It is hoped that Fleming's address, along with the

panel discussions, will help solve the minority

retention and recruitment problems at historically-

white colleges such as Sewanee. However, some feel

that the conference was not very well-publicized. Mr.

Eric Benjamin, the Director of Minority Student

Affairs and the driving force behind the conference,

admits that this was "no small oversight." Benjamin
claims that his time was monopolized in the

organizational efforts and, therefore, it was not better

publicized.

Student Opinions Indicate a Minority Retention Problem
BY JORDAN SAVAGE AND DAVID ROMAN

DOES SEWANEE HAVE A PROBLEM
recruiting and retaining minority students? After the

conference, entitled "Success in the South," held

April 21 here at Sewanee, this question was explored

by interviewing several students with different

orientations, and the Director of Minority Student

Affairs, Mr. Eric Benjamin. There are many
different opinions on the issue, but this research,

indicates that there is, in fact, a minority recruitment

and retention problem at Sewanee. The purpose of

this article is to present different points of view on

the problem, to provoke thought, not controversy.

The authors believe that the best way to address a

problem is to explore it and create awareness.

The University of the South created the Office of

Minority Affairs in 1981, and appointed 1973
Sewanee graduate Eric Benjamin as its Director. The
office was intended to make minorities more
comfortable and to promote a more heterogeneous

student body. After seven years here, Mr. Benjamin
has a very positive view on the minority situation at

Sewanee: "Despite declining minority enrollments

and racial unrest at many American colleges, small

liberal arts colleges are doing an excellent and

unheralded job of recruiting, retaining, and

'assimilating' minority students." However,

Benjamin does admit that "The pool of qualified

students needs to be enlarged, and stronger efforts need

to be made to attract students to institutions of this

type." Furthermore, he does agree that there is a

minority retention problem in Sewanee. However, he

argues that Sewanee has a very positive setting and

atmosphere, and a strong commitment from the

Administration of the University; these traits, he

feels, can lead to improvement of the minority

retention problem. While other schools, such as the

University of Michigan, are experiencing racial

unrest, the traditional southern values of Sewanee
have maintained a very positive campus environment.

Benjamin does agree that a diversified student body is

extremely important to one's college experience.

Currently, 2.5 percent of the student body is made up

of minority students-24 total minority students, 13 of

whom are black in a student body of approximately

1050 students.

When asked what could be done to solve the

problem, Benjamin said that there is a lot being done

right now and, with time, things will gradually get

better. Regarding financial aid, Benjamin asserted

that he disliked the term, "preferential treatment" He
feels that Sewancc's financial aid system, which

provides no preferential treatment, is very fair.

Benjamin, however, feels that Sewanee might be

forced to consider providing extra incentive to

minority students in the form of financial aid.

Colleges such as Rhodes and Wake Forest do offer

extra financial incentives to minority students and, as

a result, are able to draw from a better pool of

qualified students. For instance, Benjamin stated that

such competition among colleges for qualified

students was the motive behind the creation of the

merit-based Wilkins Scholarship. In the future,

similar steps might be needed to attract minority

students. In addition to attracting minority students

to Sewanee, there must be emphasis in creating the

campus environment to retain those students. As a

matter of fact, the retention rate at Sewanee is

considerably lower for minority students than for the

student body as a whole. In recent years, Sewanee

has had as many as 33 minority students enrolled.

But now, there are only 24. gg£ pA^£ 3
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HOW DO STUDENTS FEEL about the low
retention rate in Sewanee and its causes? Do they feel

that a diverse student body is a necessity? Senior
Jenifer Bobo feels that there is a serious need for a
more diverse student body because it will make us
more tolerant and open-minded people. Therefore,
Bobo encourages an increase in the number of
minority students even though it might "cause
resentment among some segments of the student
body. Increasing student diversity is a necessity."

When asked whether there is a minority retention

problem in Sewanee, she strongly stated, "Obviously,

we have a problem." Bobo does see some
traditionally southern values as possibly adding to the

problem at Sewanee. When asked if such increased

diversity might possibly infringe upon Sewanee's
culture and traditions, Bobo responded that "Inasmuch
as there is a tradition of social elitism or racism at

Sewanee, such a tradition might be threatened by
increasing the minority student population. But I

dont care about those particular traditions. As long as
the tradition of a liberal arts education in a Christian

setting is maintained, the more diversity the better."

Bobo believes that social pressures, not
academic ones, are the main reason for the low
retention rate at Sewanee, because minorities at

Sewanee are "such a minority." The academics in

Sewanee are hard enough to begin with; but, when
you add the lack of mentors and the feeling of
isolation, the Sewanee experience can be
uncomfortable. Bobo does not see enough integration

currently taking place on campus and strongly

advocates integration as a solution for the low
retention rate. She suggests that everybody should
make a better effort because "It is not enough simply
not to be a racist." When asked if the minority

should make a bigger effort to integrate, she stated, "I

don't like that attitude; it implies that the situation is

all their fault." She feels that the majority should

make a bigger effort themselves instead of worrying

about the effort the minority is making. For
instance, school activities need to be more integrated.

As far as recruiting minority faculty, staff, and
students, Bobo is a strong proponent of affirmative

action. "I find it hard to believe there aren't more
qualified minorities out there; we need to do whatever

it takes to draw them here."

ALTHOUGH BOBO FEELS that there should

be special consideration for the recruitment of

minority students, junior Joy Archer, President of the

College Republicans and Secretary of the Student

Assembly, has a different perspective. Although

Archer supports a diverse student body, she is

strongly against affirmative action. "We should not

have minority quotas at all; with minority quotas,

you may have to admit students who don't meet the

proper qualifications for the sake of fulfilling a quota.

Conversely, you may have to deny admission to

students who do show strong academic promise."

When asked if there was an integration problem and a

minority retention problem in Sewanee, she

answered, "I don't know and I don't want to speculate

because I have never spoken to a minority student

who has elected to leave Sewanee."

One' student, who has chosen to remain

anonymous, believes that the main factor for the low

retention rate is that admissions standards are lower

for the sake of accepting minority students. Such

unqualified students, this student asserts, transfer

because they cannot cope with the high academic

demands of Sewanee. No evidence was found to

support such a notion. In fact, it was determined that

there is no policy' of quotas in the admissions

process.

Chris Bratcher, a senior third world studies major,

feels that the lower the percentage of minorities, the

more there is a need for affirmative action, and that in

Sewanee there is certainly a need for more minority

students. Bratcher, however, stressed that any effort

should not sacrifice quality. "Quality itself can help

integration which is a contributing factor to the low
retention rate". Bratcher feels that integration can be

inhibited by extremists attitudes that only serve to

further polarize the majority and the minority. If

integration is to succeed, "Some middle ground must
be found," asserts Bratcher. "Integration is built by a

long process of mutual confidence and trust." He
then offers an example of how to encourage

integration among students. "By helping to integrate

the Sewanee community with the student body, we
might, in fact, bring our student body together."

Thus, we also show them that "We care". In any

case, Bratcher states that any reform in Sewanee must

start with the Vice-Chancellor. "After all, he is the

mayor of the town."

Sophomore Meredith Stoever, a third world

studies major, strongly believes that there is a

retention problem and, like Bobo, believes that it

stems from the social pressures rather than academic

ones. Stoever does think that the problem is entirely

social, and she feels that integration will certainly

help the social atmosphere. However, she feels that

minorities have to make an extra effort at integration.

"The minorities that come here feel that they do not

need to get involved." In order for integration to be
successful, minorities must involve themselves in

leadership positions, social organizations, or other

media that would force integration and interaction.

She does not notice minorities making this effort and
states, "They look for us to approach them." On the

other hand, she feels efforts can be made by the

majority as well. Proctors and assistant proctors

should make some efforts to help integrate residents

in dormitories. There should be courses in the

curriculum that promote the awareness so essential

for integration. For instance, courses in black history

would help create such awareness, according to

Stoever. All social activities should sponsor
integration. The creation of social outlets solely for

minorities would only promote segregation rather

than integration, and thus the problem of minority

retention would not be solved in the long run.

Furthermore, Stoever believes that some
southern traditional values that Sewanee promotes
could possibly scare incoming minorities away. As a
matter of fact, she states that, "All southern

traditional values concerning minorities are bogus."

Thus, she feels that some of those values must be
removed within the institution, some within the

individual in order to solve the retention problem.

Stoever also feels that an increase in minority
professors should be a crucial concern of the

University. Overall, however, she has a very positive

outlook on the minority retention and integration

problem. As time passes, the new, better educated

generation will replace the old generation, and new
tolerant values will overcome the intolerant ones of

the past. 'It is just a matter of time."

IN ORDER TO GET to the root of the problem,

we decided to interview those students who are

minorities. We wanted to find out the relevant

reasons for the low retention rate at Sewanee. Were
they academic? Were they social? Aficr talking to

minority students, all of the evidence seems to

confirm Stoever's and Bobo's beliefs that the primary

reasons for low minority retention are social and not

academic.

Andre Thompson, a freshman from Huntsville,

Alabama, is a minority student that will not be

retained next year -- he will be transferring in ihe fall.

Academic reasons do not seem to apply in

Thompson's case — Thompson is a Wilkins Scholar.

Social reasons, on the other hand, seem to be playing

the dominant role. Thompson is not happy here and

is bored during his leisure time. For this reason, he

goes home every weekend. He states, "College

should be something you enjoy, not tolerate."

Furthermore, he claims that "closed social circles"

make it harder for minorities to integrate. This

isolation, also experienced by other Sewanee students,

can intensify the social pressures experienced by
minorities. Thompson says, "There is no escape
valve," because it is hard to get off campus.
Therefore, he affirms that his reasons for leaving are

all social, not academic.

On the other hand, sophomore Marquetta Martin,

another minority student, is staying at Sewanee for

"totally academic" reasons despite- the social pressures

she has experienced. Martin, a Spanish and
psychology major, has not enjoyed Sewanee; she has
considered it something to finish in order to further

her career. In fact, she has often seriously considered

transferring, but she says, "If I've made it this far, I

can make it the rest of the way." Martin claims that

social outlets for minorities are "slim or none". She
feels that integration will help cure the low retention

rate. "Integration is a two-way street," asserts

Martin. She feels that majority and minority students

must share an equal part in the process. As far as

recruitment is concerned, Martin thinks we need to

do whatever we can to make a more diverse student

body. "Even whites here are not diversified enough
among themselves."

Sewanee does need to have a special fund for

minorities in order to enable the school to compete
with other schools located in cities where the social

atmosphere is more appealing to minority students,

asserts Martin. Even though Sewanee's isolation is a
big barrier to overcome, there is potential for creating

a better social atmosphere for minorities. Martin

asserts that the first step toward achieving that better

social atmosphere is to admit that a minority

retention and recruitment problem actually exists.

"People don't see the fact that there are so few
minorities on campus as a problem to retention and
recruitment. If you don't recognize it, you can't do

anything about it." She further states that the

Administration wrongly thinks that everything is

fine. Martin and Thompson both suggest that

another step towards solving the problem is to

increase the staff and devote more resources to the

Office of Minority Student Affairs. Currently, Mr.

Benjamin is the Director and the only staff member in

the Office of Minority Student Affairs. As a matter

of fact, other competing colleges, such as Oberlin,

have many more resources and staff members working

for such offices.

Martin has made a significant effort to get

involved, participate, and take on leadership positions

in order to help her integrate. She feels that it is

important for minority students to have role models.

For instance, when she arrived at Sewanee, she looked

up to senior Renia Rush as a "role model." Rush has

been a proctor for two years, has participated in the

choir, and will be attending medical school in the

fall. With Rush graduating this year, Martin feels that

there is a strong need for a new minority role model;

this is precisely what she would like to be. In fact,

she is already making an effort to get involved. She

is presently. a Spanish tutor. She has applied for and

been awarded a position as Assistant Proctor at

Benedict Dormitory, and next year she is also

planning to become a member of the University

choir. This involvement has already proven

successful— she has decided to stay. Next year's

,
minority students, she hopes, wil! have a minority

student to look up to as she did. Martin _feieM that

this might help improve the retention and refitment

problem.

This research has demonstrated that there is a

minority recruitment and retention problem in

Sewanee. We can only point out that there is a need

for further examination. Again, the intention of this

article was not to create controversy, but to provoke

further thought on the issue. We believe that this

needs need to be encouraged, because only through the

exchanging of ideas and dialogues can Sewanee be a

better place for everybody to live.
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OPINION

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,

Referring to Dorothy Garret's article

"Students' Quick Action Prevents Drowning." There

are several points which apparently were not made.

Namely, the failure of Mr. Cliff Afton to act in a

responsible and mature manner as a coach, life saving

instructor, and university employee. Let me explain:

One of the most important aspects of being

a life guard is practising what the American Red

Cross calls "Preventive Life Guarding". As a certified

life guard, water safety instructor and coach Mr. Afton

should never have allowed this underwater swimming

event to have occurred. In fact, the American

National Red Cross' manual specifically states that a

lifeguard should: "prohibit any activity or practise

that might endanger the participants or other

swimmers: (LIFESAVING: Rescue and Water Safety:

p. 128). It is common knowledge that an underwater

swimming event such as this can and does endanger

the lives of the participants. Indeed the American

National Red Cross states: "Distance underwater

swimming should be discouraged" (LIFESAVING:
Rescue and Water Safety: p. 168).

If Mr. Afton is unaware of the foremost

responsibilities of a life guard I question his ability to

serve as an instructor and coach for any swimming
event including Advanced Lifesaving. Obviously Mr.

Afton has exhibited the most reckless and
irresponsible characteristics which should never be

found in a professional life guard, let alone coach.

Further, I would suggest that this sort of careless and

immature behavior would be just cause for dismissal

at a public swimming pool.

It was nice of Mr. Afton to nominate these

other life guards for merit awards. We are fortunate,

however, that the American Red Cross does not pull

Mr. Afton's certification for his wanton and reckless

behavior.

(Name not submitted)

Dear Editor,

A letter to the editor in the April 1 1 edition

of the Purple criticized the elitism of fundamentalist

Christians on campus. I agree that elitism is one of

the worst dangers of fundamentalism. Once, as a

guest at a fundamental church in my home town, I

was approached by a lady who had told me that she

was "helping" two members of my church who had

fallen into an "unacceptable" interpretation of

scripture allowed by the Episcopal Church. Her
condescending attitude made me feel so alienated from

the church! But because many of the most Christ-

like people I know are committed to fundamental

interpretations of scripture, I argue that

fundamentalism and pious elitism are separable, and

that a "holier than thou" attitude is displayed when
scripture is interpreted, literally or liberally, out of

the context of Christian love.

CYes, literally or liberally. As an

Episcopalian, I know that elitism is present in the

Episcopal Church as well. Openness and acceptance

may be the hallmarks of our theology, but do we
always reflect these qualities outside of the church
doors, after we have passed the peace? Even inside

the church, we Anglicans may look down our noses

at those who choke in our clouds of incense or

fumble through The Book of Common Prayer, unable

to recite from memory the Rile I version of the

Nicene Creed. Our struggle to feel secure in the

Christian Church insures the ubiquitousness of the

vice of elitism.

But at Christian activities on campus, which

are usually tied to the Sewanee Student Christian

Fellowship, I have always felt loved and welcomed as

the non-fundamental Episcopalian that I am. For me,

our Wednesday night fellowship meeting is a time for

spiritual renewal in the abundance of Christian love.

I don't think that any "fundamentalist" who believes

that "God can only be found in the Bible" (I don't

think this is what Skip Foster meant to suggest in

the March 28? edition of the Purple) would attend a

meeting where Jesus Christ is obviously such a

loving and moving force, unless that person is in

need of God's love. Then it is our duty to let the love

of God flow, in imitation of Christ, who as the April

I I th letter stated, "awakened people to the reality of

God in the world." And I believe that's what the

Sewanee Student Christian Fellowship is all about.

The doors are open!

Sincerely,

James Hane

Dear Editor,

I would like to submit the following letter

for publication. I wrote it for my own benefit, yet I

feel the sentiments that it expresses are somewhat
universal to all seniors who will soon be leaving

Sewanee. I feel that anyone fortunate enough to

spend four years at Sewanee will have developed a

great affection for this special place. Similarly, I

believe that most will have been fortunate enough to

develop a unique relationship with someone at

Sewanee. I know that I have, and the following letter

expresses some of my sentiments:

I'm writing you a letter you will never
receive, but I still have something to tell you. I'm
taking a break from studying for comps, and I cannot
keep from thinking of the ever approaching end to my
time here at Sewanee. As I reviewed my notes and
texts, I came across a written conversation that took
place between us late one night in night study. It

was not important, not even serious, but one of those

special times that we shared so often. I smiled, and it

made me happy, and it made me weep. I wept for
days gone by, for the time we spent together, and
how meaningful it was. I don't want it back, I'm just

afraid I'll forget I already had.

You were my life, as was Sewanee, as were
my very special friends. But I'll be leaving in three

weeks, forever. Oh, III return, but Sewanee will no

longer be mine. It will be something I had,

experienced, not to own, but to live— much like my
time with you.

We do not spend much time together

anymore. You have changed, I have changed, and

Sewanee has changed. Yet you were an integral part

of my change, and yes, so was Sewanee. I am an

endlessly greater person as a result of my
involvement with you both. I would not trade the

world for my time with either one of you.

There were moments of joy and happiness

with you both that will never be matched in my
entire life, and moments of sadness too. Yet, each

night, wherever I may be, before I fall asleep, along

with Sewanee and all it means to me, I think of you.

I cannot help but compare my relationship

with you to my relationship with Sewanee. Next

year, after I am gone, Sewanee will be made up of

new faces, new minds, and new ideas. You too have

become involved with someone new. Of course this

makes me sad; just like I am sad to leave Sewanee, to

lose something I love so much.

If I were to prolong my stay another

semester or another year, it would not be the same. I

have grown, and Sewanee has facilitated and nurtured

that growth, just as our relationship facilitated and

nurtured a change in us. I do not belong in Sewanee

anymore, nor do I belong in your life as I once did.

Sewanee will always be a very special place,

a place that I love, no matter how it changes. It

could cease to exist, or alter drastically and I will

continue to love it all the same because it has been

the most important place in my life. You have been

the most important person in my life. You have had

an infinite effect on me. You will always be in my
mind, in my memories, and most of all, in my heart,

and I will always love you.

GOD— Please do not let me forget!

(Name witheld by request)

Brian Jackson, a junior in the College, has been
named Editor of the Sewanee Purple for the fall

semester, it was announced recently. After the

Publications Board confirmed the Order of
Gownsmen's nomination, Jackson began assembling
an editorial and business staff.

Positions are available in a number of areas, and
include: Associate Editor, Features Editor, Art
Director, Layout Assistant, Photography Editor,

Advertising Director, and Circulation Manager. All

positions are salaried. Applications should be sent as

^soon as possible.

Editor-in-chief

Chip Boardman

News Editor

BeckyBudd

.Layout Editor

Kelly Robinson

Features Editor
Katie Morgan

Composition
Andy Moore

Advertising Manager
Doug Merrill

The Sewanee purple is the student newspaper of the
University of the South. Sewanee. Tennessee. The staff
extends an invitation to ali undeigrtduates, seminarians,
faculty members, and community residents to contrib-
ute to The Purple in amy way.

Published bi-weekly during the academic year (except
during vacations and examinption periods) by The Sewan-
ee Purple. Editorial and production offices located on the
second floor of the Bishop's Common. Represented for
national advertising by National Educational Advertising
Services, Inc. Subscriptions are$J2 QQper year ALL
RIGHTS RESERVED
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Associate Editor
Brian Jackson

Managing Editor

Andy Moore

: Sports Editor
Skip Foster

Photography Editor
Susan Suarez

Business Manager
Kathryn Dunn

Circulation Manager
Russell Penfield

Second Class Postage Paid U.S.P.S. 491-440
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Williamson Notes Campus Needs
BY LIZ EDSALL
The Purple conducted a telephone interview with

incoming Vice-Chancellor Dr. Samuel Williamson
earlier this week.

Purple: Have you enjoyed our campus on your

three visits?

Williamson: The first two times it was unpleasant

weather, very cloudy, foggy. On our last visit the

sun broke through the clouds and it was just

beautiful. Sewanee is one of the most beautiful

places I've ever seen. We spent one year at

Cambridge, and the atmosphere at Sewanee reminds

me of Cambridge.

Purple: What impressions did you get of the

student body of Sewanee?

Williamson: I was only able to meet with eight or

ten of the students. On my last visit, in March, you
were all on spring break, so the place was pretty

empty. I did get to see the head of the Order of

Gownsmen again at Shenanigan's. She was studying

for her comprehensive exams. She was friendly, as

were all of the students we met. We were struck by

the students' openness, friendliness, and sense of

community. There was a real concern for each other,

which is very unique.

Purple: Are there any aspects of Sewanee's campus
life that you want to focus on?

Williamson: First of all, I want to feel that I

belong at Sewanee, and that Sewanee is a part of me
and my family. I very much want to be accessible to

everyone at Sewanee. Once I have done this I would

like to bring an international dimension to the

Sewanee education.

Purple: Sewanee can be very isolated up on the

Mountain. Do you want to break through some of

this isolation?

Williamson: Well, isolation is both a virtue and a

vice for Sewanee. But we were at a small college at

Oxford where this isolation occurred because of the

size. But, yes, I think that Sewanee is isolated, and

international concerns need to be realized there.

I also want to be sure that students get the quality

education that they should be getting. I want students

to be able to individually evaluate their educations.

People should get what they want out of their

educations.

Thirdly, I think that students at Sewanee should
Ieam about things in all areas. When they graduate,

they should be able to use what they have learned to

help them think in the world. I want to be sure that

students get a diversified education at Sewanee.

Purple: One concern that I have been hearing voiced

lately among students is Sewanee's expenditures.

Tuition has gone up consecutively for the past four

years. Do you see any way that a roof could be put

on tuition in the future through less spending by the

University in other areas?

Williamson: There need to be changes in

Washington's policy on Student Aid before any

colleges and universities can realistically put roofs on

their tuitions. It's a national problem for students of

middle-income families. It would be nice if a roof

could be put on tuition, but it's rather unrealistic

until changes are made in Washington.

As far as spending goes, however, I agree with the

long-range strategic plan. There are four major areas

which need spending. First, the athletic facilities

need to be improved. Second, a new student center or

union needs to be constructed near the Quadrangle.

Third, Quintard needs to be made usable. Fourth,

new performance facilities are needed for music and

drama. The dining area, Gailor, looks like any

college dining hall, but I understand that the menus
are not exactly up to par. That is something that also

needs to be worked on.

Purple: Right now, the Vice-Chancellor holds

prayer breakfasts and other Christian Fellowship

activities at Fulford Hall with students. This is a

way that he is accessable to students. Do you plan

to continue his traditions, and do you have other

plans for further student interaction?

Williamson: I want my wife to hear this answer .

. . I got into education because of my love for

students and for teaching. I want to have as much
interaction with students as possible. I will teach a

seminar-type course in the spring on espionage or

World War I. I greatly look forward to getting to

know the students. I'm sure you will see me nosing

around the B. C. and nosing around at fraternity

parties. Well, maybe you all won't want me nosing

around parties, but I really want to express how much
I want to get to know the students. Those whom we
met in our visits won us over completely. Our
children have been coaching us on how to interact

^Tillage is>!)oppe
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with all of you, to gel to know you.

Purple: What advantages or disadvantages do you

see in not being an alumnus?

Williamson: I do have some connections to

Sewanee. My brother-in-law is a trustee, and I've had

nieces and nephews who have attended and graduated

from Sewanee. My mother grew up in Middle

Tennessee, and I spent summers as a boy in

Tennessee. I remember Sewanee from my boyhood.

Purple: Do you think that your lecture experience

at Oxford has given you a hint as to the traditions of

Sewanee?

Williamson: As an historian I am sensitive to

tradition. But, I'll be like a freshman learning the

traditions. Sewanee is like Oxford in that there, the

Queen is Chancellor and the professors are Vice-

Chancellors. That's how I'm explaining my new
position to people.

I'm excited about coming to a smaller school after

Carolina. I'm used to big bureaucracy. At Sewanee

that won't be an obstacle to getting things done.

Things will move more slowly, though. Because of

size and traditions, things will be slow to get done. I

do understand small schools fairly well, however. We
have a daughter at Davidson, which is a good deal like

Sewanee in many ways.

Purple: Are there any things that you would like to

say that have not been covered in this interview, Dr.

Williamson?

Williamson: No, I think not. But, I would really

like to stress the fact that I am extremely excited

about coming to Sewanee and getting to know the

community. It's a beautiful place filled with friendly,

bright, interesting people, and I'm honored to be a

part of it all.

INTERVIEWER'S COMMENTS:
Because I lived in Chapel Hill, I do have something

in common now with Dr. Williamson. Once he is in

place here at Sewanee, however, we will all have a

common bond with him. I found him very open,

friendly, and excited about meeting all of us. Those

are the adjectives that he used in describing the

students at Sewanee. If our new Vice-Chancellor is

as concerned once he is in place as he was in our

interview, he should be an asset for the students at

Sewanee.
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Emergency Crews Provide Excellent Service
BY STUART PIERSON

Though students often take them for granted

Sewanee's volunteer emergency fire and medical force

stand in a constant state of readiness to serve the

community. The two services, the Emergency

Medical Service (E. M. S.) and the Sewanee Fire

Department, have served the University and her

environs for over a generation.

The E. M. S. has been in existence since 1976

when an undergraduate started administering first aid

out of a station wagon. Later, as organization and

interest increased, a used ambulance was acquired from

a Chattanooga medical service. Last year, the

University purchased a 1987 cilstom-built Ford

chassis/ First Ambulance Company ambulance. The

new vehicle is fully stocked to respond to any and all

medical emergencies. This year's Emergency Medical

Technicians (E. M. T.s) number 13, with one

returning senior. The new Student Director is Gwen
Colwell succeeding Bill Bozeman. The Service is

fully manned by students cooperating with the

Director and faculty liaison. Doug Cameron will be

serving as this summer's Interim Director. Dr. Jeff

Tassin serves as the Faculty Liaison to assist the E.

M. T.s during drills and after emergencies. The
University is in the process of choosing a new
Director for the fall; any community member
interested in becoming involved in the E. M. S.

should contact Dr. Gerald Smith.

The amount of time donated by Sewanee's

volunteer fireman and E. M. T.s is astounding when
one considers the many other demands of University

life. E. M. T.s are on duty 24 hours a day for a week

with a two week rest period. They are required to

respond to any call within two minutes. In other

words, the ambulance is rolling 120 seconds after a

student receives a call. Firemen are allowed one more
minute to suit up and respond.

THE TRAINING FOR THE RIGOROUS
DEMANDS of emergency service is long and

competitive. Students hoping to become E. M. T.s

must go through a course that meets for two and a

half hours twice a week for almost a full academic
year. At the end of the course, the new additions to

the squad are chosen. A full squad is comprised of 12

members. The competition for a spot is intense;

however, the results are evident. According to Bill

Bozeman, "The ability and service we provide is

competitive with any in the state." This year, only 4
of 17 applicants were accepted. The new E. M. T.s

are Jon Adcock, Diana Suter, Park Chittom, and Bill
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Dunfee, as well as two alternates: Kenny Wood and

Kate Nance. The new E. M. T.s will be worked into

the squad immediately as assistants to the veterans.

Sewanee's Volunteer Fire Department has been

serving the University community for over 50 years.

Last year, the University undertook a controversial

merger between Sewanee's community fire department

and the traditional student fire department. Though

the merger was met with widespread dissent, the now
united Sewanee Fire Department operates on excellent

terms. The students were concerned that the merger

would cause a loss of identity and a dimunition of

their roll as fire-fighters.

However, as student Lt. Jim Moore states, "Any

transition is difficult, but this year things have

worked out fine, particularly the chain of command
and the communication between fire-fighters. We've

just had a blast this year." When asked if they feel

their identity as student fire-fighters has been

jeopardized, the resounding response is that it has not.

The student firemen as a whole feel that living

together on the Fire Hall in McCrady dormitory

maintains their identity.

FROM THE COMMUNITY'S VIEWPOINT,
the merger has gone far better than expected. As the

ranking member in the Department, Fire Marshall Dr.

Gerald Smith believes that "nobody could have done a

better job of making this merger work than the

students themselves, especially Joe Bibey, Jim
Moore, and Jeff Barth. I am very happy with the way
things have worked out"

The Fire Department now numbers 35. Arranged

as a remarkably homogeneous hierarchy, Dr. Smith is

the Fire Marshall cooperating with 15-year veteran

Fire Chief David Green. The Assistant Chief is

Doug Cameron. The Captains are Speed Baranco and

Clea Sherill. The Chief Engineer is Randal Henley

and the Training Officer is '78 graduate Charlie

Smith. There are six lieutenants, three students-Joe -

Bibey, John Fulton, and Jim Moore-working with

Kevin Gilliam, Marty Hawkins, and Wayne Caldwell.

Five new firemen have been added to the Department
to compensate for the five graduating seniors. The
new firemen are: Winston White, Kathryn Dunbar,
Gray Taylor, John Peeper, and Mark Cain.

The new firemen enter a department that is

blessed with state-of-the-art equipment. Last year, the

University purchased a 1987 Emergency 1 Hurricane
Pumper. The new truck, engine #407, has a 1000
gallon capacity, and a top mounted water gun
providing excellent vision and safety at the
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foreground. The other department vehicles are a '75

American La France Pumper, a '63 Mack Pumper, a

77 squad van, and a Plymouth squad car. The

firemen report that they could not be happier with

their equipment. According to Fireman John Varden,

"We are as well equipped as any volunteer department.

We have better equipment, in terms of

communication and vehicles, than some paid

departments."

ASIDE FROM EQUIPMENT, T H E
FIREMAN themselves are well qualified. The

numerous regular drills and excellent on-scene

training result in a volunteer fire department that is

comparable to any paid department. Dr. Smith

believes, "This community owes a great debt of

gratitude to Sewanee's Fire Department. The service

provided far exceeds what a normal volunteer

department provides." Dr. Smith also noted that a

recent study of the conversion of Sewanee's Fire

Department to paid status found that the cost of

maintaining a comparable force would be in excess

of $750,000 per year - a figure that the University

simply can not afford.

While investing a great deal in modern
equipment, the University is financially

compensating in other areas. Recently, the room
remission given to student firemen and E. M. T.s has

been revoked. Under a "grandfather clause," veteran

students still receive remission; however, the

freshmen additions to the services receive no
compensation. Predictably, the students are not

pleased with the change. Sophomore E. M. T. John

Brewster maintains, "I think the University should

make allowances for the students for the service

provided. The change is a big mistake." Dr. Smith

states, "The remission is not necessarily permanent.

Given very tight budget considerations, the

University has had little choice this year as to how to

make the rising expenditures match income." This

issue was presented to the Board of Regents for

consideration on their May 4 visit

In sum, despite the tension concerning room
remission, the overall attitude of both the E. M. S.

and the Fire Department is extremely positive. Both
believe that they are in an excellent position to

provide the best fire and rescue service possible.
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Book Review: Erdrich's The Beet Queen
BY THOMAS MAVOR

The Beet Queen by Louise Erdrich

(Henry Holt and Company, 1986, $16.95)

DESPITE A SETTING OF A SMALL North

Dakota farm community, Louise Erdrich's novel The

Beet Queen shares much with the dark humor

tradition established by such Southern writers as

Flannery O'Connor and Eudora Welty. Forget the

North Dakota locale, which does not intrude like an

expected icy blast, and you are among the misfits and

anomalies of Southern blood and ink.

At the center of the novel (and sometimes slightly

askew) are Mary and Karl Adare, whom the reader first

meets in their early teens as they emerge from a

freight train in the town of Argus, North Dakota.

Abandoned by their mother, who literally "flew off

with an airplane acrobat at a church fair, Mary and

Karl are left to fend for themselves. Mary, through

the icy heart which her childhood h?s given her,

manages to survive at the home --butcher shop of her

aunt and uncle, though her arrival does cause some

controversy, and tension with her vain cousin Sita.

Yet, like the beet which comes to Argus, she

eventually finds roots in her transposed family.

Karl, however, hops back aboard the train and never

manages to settle down; he becomes a travelling

salesman always perched near success, but marked by

repeated failure and a sinister allure. Working with

these two characters, Erdrich paints a picture of an

extended family that is not always together,

geographically or morally. Also included are Mary's

best friend, Celestine, who later becomes the mother

of Karl's child Dot, and the homosexual beet

entrepreneur Wallace Pfef, whom Karl seduces and

leaves unfulfilled. Indeed, Erdrich's novel is about

fulfillment and disappointment; her characters seldom

find satisfaction in sexual coupling, and familial love

is alt but shattered by stark individualism and pride.

Pity, though, is not the only color with which

Erdrich paints; there are also sharp splashes of humor,

both joyful and tragic. Erdrich does not seem to be

asking the reader solely to feel pity for her characters,

but to admire them in their attempts to establish

stability and be content.

ERDRICH'S NOVEL IS DIVIDED into four

parts and sixteen chapters. Each chapter is alternately

told from the point of view of one of the characters.

Buffeting these strikingly individual voices are

omniscient renderings of situations from which detail

and extent of impact can only be attained through

such a detached point of view. The novel begins with

a flight, that of Karl and Mary's mother escaping her

despairing responsibilities, and ends with a flight,

that of Dot riding with the skywriter who unveils her

name as the Beet Queen. The novel, then, ends where

it began, but the difference lies mainly in the fact that

Dot lands, and rejoins her family. The reader never

finds out what happens with the unite"d family

members at the novel's end. But one docs know that

perseverance, not escape, is implied by the mother

and daughter lying in separate beds, both with their

eyes wide open, reflecting upon the same thoughts.

Thematically and structurally, The Beet Queen is a

rich novel. Erdrich's dialogue is terse, exact, and

revealing; her situations are original, vivid, and

memorable. With a lyrical style and a penchant for

ironic and tragic humor, Erdrich provides a story and

characters for which and with whom the reader will

laugh and sigh. Though initially a sense of

completion might not be discovered at the novel's

close, one can later reflect that, through a use of

symbolism that is often as odorous and dark as beets

themselves, Erdrich completes her novel by endowing

her story and characters with hope for resolution and

the determination to face yearnings and problems

instead of escaping from them.

Seniors Prep for Commencement
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SPORTS
Tennis Ready for Nationals

I'M SURE THAT MANY sports fans have shared

my dreams of being a coach for a professional or

college team. Mastering strategy, conducting

practices, and evaluating personnel seem to be almost

glamorous duties. Yet, as I look at coaching jobs at

Sewanee, I realize that there is a downside to all of

this. Coaching on the Mountain is clearly an uphill

battle, in which the enemy is frequently hard to

identify.

I've talked about facilities once and I'll do it again.

They're sad. Coaches' offices are smaller than Elliot

singles. Worse still, the actual edifices and equipment
are, in some cases, obsolete. How can people argue

that we need some sort of fine arts center before we
need a new gymnasium? I mean, if you look at the

number of people participating in each, it would
appear that there is no doubt where the priority should

be.

Other facets of athletic department operations suffer

from an apparent lack of finance and/or reason. This
weekend, as is customarily the case, tournaments in

most sports will be held at a single conference school

(this year: Rose-Hulman Institute in Tene Haute,
Indiana). However, different sports require differing

lengths of time to finish. For instance, the tennis

tournament takes several days to complete, while the

track meet is held on one day. Well, in the name of
frugality, all teams will be required to travel on the

bus, which will leave on Wednesday (keep in mind
the litde detail called exams that is looming around
the comer for varsity athletes like an extra set of
conditioning drills). For the poor runners, it's either

miss three class days, or pay your own way to
Indiana But ooh boy, think of the money we saved
on gas, not to mention depreciation on those
sparkling 1972 vans that would have had to have been
used.

WHY DOES THIS HAPPEN? Why must Our
athletes, already taking on die Herculean task of
playing a varsity sport while fulfilling their academic
responsibilities, suffer through the additional
difficulties brought about by our shabby athletic

department? And furthermore, why should our
coaches, already burdened with a group of athletes
who cannot be firmly committed to their sport, also
have to "make do" with below-standards facilities?
Still, for coaches and players, there are other hurdles
that must be overcome to field a winning team.

I also spoke earlier this year of the relationship
between the financial aid department and the athletic

department. Financial aid director Gelinas rebutted
that there is no compromise for athletes in the
Sewanee admissions process. He's right. What Mr.
Gelinas failed to address, though, were the strained
relations between his department and the athletic
department. There is no doubt that the pushing and
pulling, that has obviously caused friction here, has
caused some consternation among coaches.
What underlies all of this? Clearly there is a

preoccupation among administrators (and alumni?)
with any sort of bias in regards to the athletic
department. With an embarrassingly "holier than
thou" attitude, we at Sewanee look down our noses at
other liberal arts colleges (Rhodes, Millsaps, etc. . .)
that provide scholarships to scholar/athletes who don't

SEE PAGE 15

BY MATTHEW FARLEY
THE SEWANEE MEN'S TENNIS TEAM,

with a 24-5 record, is enjoying much unexpected

success this season. The Tigers' improved

performance came about due to the blending of new
talented faces with the experience of veterans Pat

Guerry, Kenneth Alexander, and senior Boyd Douglas.

Behind Guerry, sophomore transfers Tim Lufkin and

David Dye, in only his third semester at Sewanee, fill

the Number 2 and 3 positions respectively.

Freshman Chuck Cobb has played solidly all season,

giving the Tigers strength at Number 5.

The Tigers prepare for the College Athletic

Conference Championships in Terre Haute, Indiana,

with much confidence of continued success. Centre

College, who the Tigers defeated 6-3 at the Southeast

Regional Tournament, should prove to be Sewanee's

stiffest competition. From Terre Haute the team
expects to travel to Lexington, Virginia, where the

NCAA Division III national championships are being

held. For the Tigers, currently ranked eighth in the

nation, a bid to the Nationals is merely a formality

which will be verified May 8. Some of the

competition in Lexington will include the University

of California-Santa Cruz, Swarthmore, Washington
and Lee, Washington College, and the University of

Califomia-San Diego.

The 1988 season has provided the men's tennis

team with an abundance of impressive statistics. The

Tigers posted a 10-1 record against nationally-ranked

Division III schools. Pat Guerry, ranked fifth in the

nation in singles, won twenty matches for the third

consecutive year and has defeated the number one
player in Division III two out of the past three years.

The Tigers approach post-season play winning 1 5 of
their last 16 matches. Extraordinary success like that

can be attributed to the consistent play of competitors
like Kenneth Alexander. He set a new school record

for the most singles victories in a single season with
a record of 26-2. Moreover, he and his doubles
partner Tim Lufkin earned the number twelve
ranking in doubles in Division III.

THE LADY TIGERS have seen similar
triumphs this season. Presently sporting a 17-5
record, the women finished third in the Southeast
Regional Tournament and anxiously await news from
the committee determining the field for the

Nationals. Ellen Gray Maybank will definitely

compete in the individual national competition, and
will join her doubles partner Peggy Hodgkins there

as they vie for the top doubles title. The women
will sorely miss Hodgkins, but return the remaining
members of the top six, including this year's Most
Valuable Player, Maybank, and winner of the Tiger
Award, KatyMorissey

Podvey and Jones Propel Golf Team
BY DAVID FOLL.S

THE 1988 SEWANEE GOLF TEAM has

struggled through a difficult campaign. Suffering

from inexperience and inconsistency, the Tigers have

played well at times, but have not yet put together

consecutive strong rounds in two-day tournaments.

The conference tournament. May 6-7, in Terre Haute,

Indiana, will be a chance for the Tigers to put it all

behind them when they compete against the other

College Athletic Conference teams.

In the Tennessee Inter-Collegiate Championship
hosted by Sewanee on April 8-9, the Tigers score of

322 left them in third place in their division half-way

through the tournament. Unfortunately, Sewanee
could not make up ground on Saturday and instead

finished sixth. The Tiger swingers were led by the

immensely talented freshman Randy Murray and
senior Captain Harris Podvey with two-day totals of
164 and 165, respectively.

Still, the Tigers were optimistic about their

chances in the Washington University Invitational,

April 18, in St. Louis. After a fine practice round (in

which Coach Wingen expertly placed a five-iron shot

on the hood of a moving Caprice Classic) and an
exciting lour of the city, the Tigers felt ready to

challenge in the competitive field. Cold, rainy

weather led to difficult and poor conditions on
tournament day, however, and the Tigers struggled to

a fifth-place finish.

IN THE FIRST SEWANEE
INVITATIONAL, April 23-24, the Tigers played
their best round of the year, shooting an impressive
four man score of 321 that provided them an 1 1-shot

lead at the midway point. Berry College, though,
came storming back on Sunday and overtook the

Tigers, capturing the championship. A bright spot
for the Tigers was the play of Senior Tom Jones,
whose two-day total of 159 tied for the best of the

tournament. Jones defeated Berry College's number
one player for the championship and medalist honors.

Commented Murray," TJ. really stroked it well this

weekend."

The Emory Invitational in Atlanta, April 25-26,

was an excellent chance for the Tigers to redeem
themselves against an excellent field. The absence of
Buck Pittman and David Folds, who were forced to

stay behind in Sewanee because of academic
commitments, hurt the Tigers in this tournament as

they could only enter four players in the five-man

field. The Tigers finished a disappointing tenth place

in the tournament.

SEE PAGE 15
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"Mr. Touch," Harris Podvey, looks to chip it close.
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Klots and Cahill Lead Girls' Track at Conference
BY LYNNE CALDWELL

THE SEWANEE WOMEN'S TRACK
TEAM travelled to Danville, Kentucky for the April

30 College Athletic Conference meet at Centre
College. The Lady Tigers placed fourth with 44
points behind Fisk and Berea, who lied with 45
points, and Centre, first with 51 points.

It was unfortunate for the Sewanee team to be
disappointed with a fourth-place finish when every

member of the team did well, and many produced their

best races of the season. This shows that the

conference teams this year were strong overall.

The mile relay was won by Sewanee as expected,

and the winners dropped the previous conference

record by 5 seconds with a time of 4:20.6. The
runners involved in that event were Elizabeth Klots,

Missy Parmley, Jessica Wilson, and Kristin Mitchell.

Missy and Jessica are two of the conference's best

quarter-milcrs. They placed second and third in that

individual race.

Two of the most exciting races of the day were
the 1500-meter and 3000-meter races. Coach Afton
said that those races were "strategically and tactically

perfect races by Suzy Cahill and Elizabeth Klots."

In the 200-meter race Charlotte Russell set a new
school record with a time of 27.66 seconds. Other
outstanding races were run by Dorothy Garrett and
Katie Morgan in the 5000-meter run. Dorothy, a
first-year track member, finished second and Katie, a
second-year member who has been injured this

season, came in fourth.

AFTON SAID THAT THE MOST
surprisingly disappointing race was the 800 meters

where Sewanee had expected to take first, second, and

third places, but instead, garnered second and fourth

finishes from Elizabeth Klots and Suzy Cahill,

respectively.

In the high jump Missy Parmley placed second

and Kristin Mitchell tied for fourth, and in the long

jump Jessica Wilson placed a surprising fourth. Suzy

Cahill placed fourth in the discus. Sewanee failed to

place in the javelin, triple jump, and shotput.

Because few points were gained in the field

events and there were no entries in hurdle races,

Sewanee came in last, but Afton says that no one
should feel any remorse about this because everyone

did so well individually. Centre had and extremely

good overall team performance and filled all events.

They have a strong team with lots of numbers and

claimed the home-field advantage. Berea ran better

than ever, and Fisk did amazingly well to score so

high with only 4 people on their team.

The 1988 members of the Sewanee women's
track team are: Elizabeth Klots, Dorothy Garrett,

Susan Suarez, , Lynne Caldwell, Katie Morgan,

Missy Parmley, Charlotte Russell, Laura Walker,

{Catherine Schwartz, Suzy Cahill, Missy Meredith,

Loretta Shanley, Sara Kilgo, Rebecca McClalchey,

Missy Meredith, Kristen Mitchell, Raquel Porch, and

Jessica Wilson.

This fourth-place finish will probably have an

effect on the All Sports Award for the conference.

Since 1985, Sewanee has held the award, but this year

it appears that it will go to Centre College. The

conference tennis match will be the deciding factor

between Sewanee and Centre.

Boys of Summer Have High Hopes
BY PARKER W. OLIVER

AS THE 1988 COLLEGE ATHLETIC
CONFERENCE tournament nears, Tiger baseball

hopes are surprisingly high. The young team posts

only a 2-27 record as they enter the contest This

may seem like no reason to hold such optimistic

hopes, yet the Tigers remain sure that they will fare

quite well in this year's Spring Sports Festival held at

Rosc-Hulman.

Sewanee goes into the tournament with plenty of

talent to take the C.A.C. crown. "We've never had

this many starting pitchers going into the

tournament," said junior Robert Black. The staff that

Black speaks of consists of Keyes Williamson, Adam
Carlos, Alex Bruce, John Morrissey, and Will

"Happy" Meadows. Junior Parker Oliver will mind

the bullpen duties for all Five games. Carlos and

Morrissey are coming off strong outings against

tough competition. Carlos held the Trevecca Trojans

to five hits and two runs over nine innings, only to

lose 2-1. Morrissey went the distance against Berry

College, another N.A.I.A. school, only to bow out 5-

3. All in all, the Tiger pitching siaff is well-rested

and well-prepared for the tournament

Coach John Thomas feels his team will do very

well. "None of the teams in our conference are the

caliber of Trevecca, Modow, or Berry, and we played

all those teams close." Again, the key word seems to

be consistency. For example, Sewanee played

Trevecca twice this year. They lost 26-4 and 2-1. It

did not even seem like it was the same team on the

field in those two games. If the Tigers can put

together a three-day effort equal to the way they

played Berry and Trevecca, they should run away with

the C.A.C. title.

THERE IS A HINT of uncertainty that goes

along with the tournament every spring. The Tigers

only play one of the five teams that they will face in

Terra Haute during the regular season. One can only

Elizabeth Klots turns it on in 3000-meter race.

project the talent and depth the other teams have.

Judging from the way that the Tigers fared against the

Rhodes College Lynx, a usual mainstay of the

conference, their hopes may be warranted. Although

Sewanee lost all six games to the Lynx, they are

quite a different team now than they were then. They

are playing much better baseball.

The Tigers seem to have found the lineup that

they want to go with, and have proven solid wilh it.

Keyes Williamson has returned to his natural position

of catcher, while freshman Jon Adcock has moved to

third. Adcock provides a steady glove in the infield,

and the veteran Williamson handles pitchers like a

pitcher. Kit Walsh has relieved Oliver of rightfield

duties, so the junior can solidify his stopper role.

Sewanee, on the surface, may not seem like they

stand a chance in the tournament, but they have the

talent and the pitching to do it The question mark

remains in the Tigers' ability to put a consistent

effort together over three days.

Twenty-two Athletes Complete Spring Triathlon
BY HOLLY PATRICK

IT WAS ONE OF THOSE THINGS that made

you feel tired just watching it. It was an inspiration

for those of us on the sidelines to start working

towards next year. But for those participating, there

was no next year. IT was today, and the culmination

of weeks of "blood, sweat, and tears" was paying off.

Well, "sweat" anyway.

It was the Spring Triathalon: a 1-mile swim, a

27-mile bike ride, and a 6-mile run. An annual event

at Sewanee, people come from far and near to test

their athletic capabilities, and push their bodies to its

limit.

With a "Go" from Carrie Ashton at 2:08 on

Sunday, April 30th, the Triathalon began. Twenty-
two athletes, 13 male and 9 female, dove into Lake
Cheston for the 1-mile swim. "It was like

swimming in ice water!" said Kathy Travis, one of
the female participants. Suzy Cahill, a sophomore at

Sewanee, was the first swimmer out of the water,

with a time of 29:46. Ty Cheek, was second with a
time of 31:59.

The bike route took the athletes to Cowan and
back, a distance of about 27 miles. The first biker to

complete this segment of the triathalon was Bob Alt

from Tullahoma, with a time of 115:01. Again,

Suzy Cahill was the first female biker to come in,

with a time of 136:42.

THE LAST EVENT, a 6-mile run, brought the

runners to the end of the Triathalon. Although Bob

Alt had the fastest running time at 45:54. Ty Cheek

was the first to arrive back at the flagpole on

University, winning the Triathalon with a total time

of 237:42. The winner of the women's division was

Suzy Cahill with a running time of 54:20, and a

total time of 300:50.

In addition to the Triathalon, there was the

Mini-Triathalon, which was 1/3 the distance. Lynne

Bonds had the fastest limes in all three events, and

won with a total time of 107:46.
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Rugby Team Falls to Superior Competition
BY REG STAMBAUCH

THE SEWANEE RUGBY CLUB faced many

obstacles this year. Their Spring schedule was filled

with teams who had greater experience as well as

greater numbers. The five games in which the Tigers

played showed the disadvantages which the team

faced.

The first game the Tigers fought was against the

Commodores of Vanderbilt University. As the

Vandcrbilt squad traveled to Sewanee, the Tigers were
"

preparing for their season opener. Captain Zack

Haislip still hoped for a win despite Vanderbilt

jumping out to a 12 point lead. However, the Tigers

were unable to fire back, as the final score remained a

shut out of 12-0.

Not to be discouraged, the Tigers relumed to the

field in an away game against the Select Side, a

Chattanooga rugby club. This team, whose average

player age was 28, dominated the whole game in

downing the young Tiger squad. Continuing practice

and optimism kept the morale up on the team in

hopes of obtaining their first win at Middle

Tennessee State University.

SOON THE TIME CAME to meet the

Murfreesboro squad. Caught by surprise, the Tigers

fell behing in the first half by 15 points. But with

determination, the final-half effort brought Sewanee

to a respectable end. Scores from Captain Haislip and

Robin Henderson shortened the winning margin to a

final of 18-11. The performance in the final half kept

Sewanee's interest high in hopes of obtaining their

first win as they faced Hunstville in another away
game. This time, however, their opponent was
clearly superior. Hunstivlle dominated the game in

every aspect: skill, depth, and stamina. The Tigers

were like the Orioles playing the A's in the World

Series, not a chance for the win. Despite strong

efforts from veteran players Reggie Vachon and

George Severson, the end was near and the chance for

a season win was lessened.

In a very disappointing season so far, Captain

Haislip saw the final game as a chance to show
improvement. Traveling to Rhodes, the Tigers felt

like the Hatfields going after the McCoys. Swift

moves and ''harp plays entailed the strategy to put the

Rhodes team under, but unfortunately the young team

fell to their opponent. The chance to obtain a win in

the 1988 season was snuffed out in a very

Neville Bilbrey advances the ball in a recent rugby match.

disappointing way.

Thus the hope for Sewanee lay in next year's

season. Robin Henderson pointed out that the team

will be losing only one player to graduation, Jimmie

Moore. Therefore, the '89 team will be experienced,

not to mention humble. Perhaps with the skill that

they obtained this year, next year's squad will have

greater possibilities for a mark on the win side.

Outing Club Has Lengthy History of Outdoor Offerings

BY DOUG MERRILL AND CARRIE ASHTON
PEOPLE HAVE ENJOYED OUTINGS in

Sewanee's natural beauty long before the Sewanee

Outing Club's existence. Shortly after The

University of the South was established in 1857, the

Confederate and Union armies both participated in

major outings in the area. The Purple Sewanee, a

collection of tales from the old days of The

University, mentions a "large crowd of boys" which

"visited and explored Wet Cave" in 1883. An 1889

expedition found that "Wet Cave possesses the three

great cave merits: its exploration is dirty, difficult,

and in some measure dangerous."

Throughout the early part of this century outings

continued to be organized in an impromptu fashion.

Dr. Edward McCrady, later the Vice-Chancellor of

The University, led trips into the woods and local

caves during his tenure as a biology professor. Dr.

Hugh Caldwell led hikes in the Smokies and other

outings, and founded the Sewanee Ski & Outing

Club in 1969, the year women first matriculated at

the University. Says Caldwell, "Part of the reason I

founded the SS&OC was to give the women on

campus something to do besides attending classes

and studying in the library." The SS&OC, as it was
known, took hundreds of students ice skating and

sponsored ice hockey games. At times, one-third of

the University would descend on the Boone, N.C.

National Guard Armory for what little sleep- they

could catch before an SS&OC downhill skiing trip.

The Ski Team won several Southern College

Championships, in what was then a smaller

conference. Dr. Caldwell also led the annual

Chattanooga-Sewanee run along old Highway 41,

where, as recently as 1978, students would start the

run to Sewanee. The few who were not picked up by

friends as they became tired would reach Sewanee late

in the evening. The same route has been covered in

the past two years by runners Joe Weigand, Jordan

Savage and Britt Murrill as a SAMS fund-raiser.

In 1974 Don Rainey was hired, according to

SS&OC files, to give "half his time to the SS&OC
and half to the Audio/Visual Department." Dr.

Caldwell continued to be "involved, but to a lesser

degree than [he] used to be." Others who were

actively involved with the SS&OC during this period

include Dr. Gerald Smith and Dr. Steve Puckette.

Doug Cameron took charge of the SS&OC in

1976, when he was hired as Assistant Director of the

Bishop's Common, and was in charge of Special

Student Programs, which included the SS&OC. In

1979, when Cameron became Director of the Bishop's

Common, Cathy Potts, a graduating student, replaced

him as Director of the SS&OC. The current

Director, Carrie Ashton, was hired in 1980 with the

primary responsibility of managing and promoting

the Outing Club and related activities.

THE SEARCH FOR FACILITIES and a

permanent location are issues common to both the

old SS&OC and the current SOC. The original plans

for the Bishop's Common, built in 1974, included "a

ground floor area with access to a loading dock" for

the Outing Club in response to demonstrated needs at

that time. (This area is currently used by the side

room of the Tiger Bay Pub and the Historiographer's

Office.) The blue-print now being developed for the

proposed new Student Union will contain "a ground

floor area with access to a loading dock" in response

to demonstrated needs at this time. Whether this

area will be used for the Outing Club has yet to be

determined. With or without facilities, students and

staff continue to be active in the Outing Club, using

what space is available.

A Bike Shop was run out of an old shed behind

Snowden Forestry building. It moved in the late

seventies from the shed to the back room of the

Tuckaway side of Elliott Hall and combined at that

time with the SS&OC. From there the shop was
moved to the basement of then unoccupied Quintard

Hall. In the fall of 1985 it moved to its current

location in the basement of Gailor Hall.

The canoes were stored on the grass next to

Burwell Garden across the road from Gailor Hall. In

the fall of 1981 they moved to the garage of a house

on Georgia Avenue on the left before Courts Hall. In

an arrangement with the Deans of Students, the

Outing Club Director designated the students who
would live in the house with the understanding that

the Outing Club used the garage as the Boat Shop.

The boating equipment, (which by this time also

included sailboats, rafts, and boating trailers), moved
again in November, 1987, to the current location

further down Georgia, on the right past the Deke
house and the University Shop. While details such as

the lack of electricity and water still need attention,

the present location is a positive step in that it is the

first location for the canoes actually designated by the

University. The University also contributed the boat

racks in the back yard.

The Outing Club and the Forestry Club are the

only groups funded by Student Activities fees that

spend money for the development of their facilities.

The Student Assembly voted Thursday, May 5, on a

SEE PAGE 11
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resolution of support for a permanent suitable

location for the Outing Club. Proposals for a

permanent location have been made to the Facilities

Use Committee and the Student Life Committee of

Strategic Planning. The proposals call for "a facility

that would combine all storage and work areas now
used with trip packing and class room/meeting areas

and drive-through access, in one place."

TODAY, THE O UTING CLUB
ENCOURAGES student leadership, runs entry-level

trips in an environment that invites first-timers, and

functions as an umbrella organization for various

activities. The Canoe Team, Ski Team, Perimeter

Trail, and Bike Shop, as well as the SOC Pre-

orientaion, Fall & Spring Triathlons, and Party

Weekend Getaways overlap with the SOC. Outing

Club events are also part of the Freshman Orientation

and the Proctor and Assistant Proctor Training.

"Everyone welcome, no experience necessary" is the

motto. The Outing Club publishes calendars that

include the dates of SOC hiking, bicycling,

birdwatching, climbing, caving, skiing, and rafting

expeditions. For the few trips that require a fee, the

SOC has a standing offer to exchange the cost for

work on the trip. The Director instructs P.E. Ill,

P.E. 112, Wilderness Survey, and Canoeing and

Kayaking, each semester. Each spring the Outing

Club provides logistical support for P.E. 109,

Sailing.

Major outings have planning meetings with the

participants in advance. For example, this year's

Christmas Break trip to Big Bend National Park in

Texas led by Steverson Moffat, as well as the spring

Great Smoky Mountain National Park Appalachian

Trail hike led by Tom Carlson and Christy Rucker,

met several times prior to the trips to plan route, food

and logistics. For some day-trips people must sign-

up ahead to facilitate planning; for most day-trips

people simply meet at Gailor.

This year has seen a marked increase in

participation in Outing Club activities. The
Director's office has moved downstairs, and is now
located next to the front desk in the Bishop's

Common, which provides greater accessibility.

Many of the trip leaders for this spring are members

of the 1987-88 SOC Advisory Board, an open

association of interested students who meet for lunch

every Monday to hear each others' trip reports,

consult on issues and offer advice to the Director.

Softball Beats Grundy, Looks Ahead
BY CARRIE ASHTON
W E PLAYED WELL; WE WON! Last

Thursday the elation emerged after the initial awe

wore off. It can be done realized the members of

Sewanee's squad. This is the third season of Tiger

Softball as a club sport, and the teamwork, smooth

plays, and solid hits against the Grundy County team

combined with growing confidence as the innings

passed, leading to a final tally of 23-12, The
University of the South.

In the last games of the season this past Saturday,

difficulties with hitting a pitcher rather than a

pitching machine returned, and, though the Tigers'

defense held the score down, Martin Methodist Junior

College brought in more runs.

Of the eighteen women on the team this year,

only five will graduate. Though the talents and spirit

of Elizabeth Brown, Alice Cohen, Kathleen Ingram,

Renia Rush, and Cathy Stevens will be sorely

missed, they leave the team in a solid position to

build on experience next year. The purpose of this

club sport, funded like lacrosse or rugby by student

activity fees, is to provide a more advanced level of

play than afforded by intramurals for those who wish

to compete as a team.

Another boon for the team is the return of coach

Berkley Ford next year. His concern and knowlege

combine to enhance the best in each player.

Demanding concentration while having fun, he makes

it interesting to review the basics.

SO MANY PEOPLE made it possible for

Sewanee's Softball team to play. Athletic Director

Bill Huyck loaned the pitching machine, used in the

fall by field hockey, for batting practice. The board

of the Sewanee community field included the

University team in their schedule for practices as well

as home games. Peggy Green and Rick Smiley

helped out with practices, and by coaching first base

at the games. AFM opened Gailor at special times to

accomodate the dietary needs of the players on the day

of the early afternoon games. The dedicated fans

cheered us on.

The future for Sewanee's Softball team looks
better with each passing season. As this year moves
on into memory and thoughts of next season replace
those from this year, the anticipation of the glories
and trials to come keeps Softball active in the off-
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The SOC office has given interested students a

place to congregate and has become a center for

organizing unpublished trips as well. Earlier this

spring a core of eight students, Dr. Doug Durig, and

SOC Director Ashton met every Friday to explore

caves not usually visited by the Outing Club. Brad

Stephenson, a junior, has been a National

Speleological Society member for many years. He
has been able to secure keys to a locked cave nearby

through the Chattanooga Grotto, as well as introduce

other caves in the area.

THROUGH THE YEARS, the Outing Club has

benefited students in their personal development

through self-discovery, recreation, skills development,

and appreciation of the outdoors! With faculty

involvement, the SOC continues to provide for

exchange between faculty and students in an informal

setting outside the classroom. As the Club matures

and its location becomes established, its members

hope that the rich heritage of the past will remain to

guide the activities of Sewanee students yet to come.

THE HONOR SYSTEM

For more than a hundred years the Honor System has

been one of Sewanee's most cherished ad most character-

istic instututions. The Honor Code is an attempt to for-

mulate that System. But no code can adequately define

honor. Honor is an ideal and an obligation; it subsists in

the human spirit, and it lives in the relations between hu-

man beings. One can know honor without defining it.

THE HONOR CODE
Resolutions which have been adopted by the student

body from time to time to further an understanding of

the Honor System include the following:

First, that an adequate conception of Honor demands

that an honorable person shall not lie or cheat or steal.

Second, that membership in the student body carries

with it a peculiar responsibility for the punctilious obser-

vance of those standards of conduct which govern an

honorable person in every walk of life.

Third, that, since the integrity of the degrees granted

by the University must depend in large degree upon the

Honor Code, all students in every class must regard them-

selves as particularly bound by their honor not to cheat in

any form, and as likewise bound in honor not to fail to

report any cheating that comes to their knowledge.

Fourth, that plagiarism is a form of cheating because

the plagiarist copies or imitates the language and thoughts

of others and passes the result off as an original work.

Plagiarism includes the failure to identify a direct quota-

tion marks or in some other appropriate way, para-

phrasing the work of another without an acknowledgment

of the source, or using the ideas of another, even though

expressed in different words, without giving proper credit.

Fifth, because the preservation of equal access to

scholarly materials is essential in any academic commu-

nity, it is a violation of the Honor Code to fail to check

out a book taken from the library, or to remove from the

building without proper authorization noncirculating

materials such as reference books, periodicals, or reserved

books.
THE PLEDGE

Upon entrance to the University every student agrees

to abide by this Honor System and will be asked to sign a

form signifying acceptance of this Honor Code. Each

examination, quiz, or other paper which is to be graded

will carry the written pledge: "I hereby certify that I

have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this

paper. (Signature.)" The abbreviation "Pledged" followed

by the student's signature has the same meaning and may

be acceptable on papers other than final examinations.
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ARTS & F.NTHRTAINMENT

Peoond Review®
BY MIK LARSON

THE JAZZ BUTCHER is most certainly not

unrivaled in the ever-British quest for sporting lyrical

wit, but the smoothness of his sound is still on a

plane of its own. In 1988, that can be taken as a

compliment. The band itself, though it's come a

long way from the "Of course we're a punk group--

we do what we want to do" attitude of Max Eider's

Drink (1986), has only improved its sound by

reverting back to it and diving into it a bit deeper.

After the release of their first real success, Bloody

Nonsense, the group sprouted a country twang for last

year's Gentleman Countryfolk (or somehting like

thai . . .). The deviation in style worked on the

single "Falling In Love," but failed to do anything for

the record as a whole except for maybe tossing it to

the dogs of trend. The glory in their latest,

Fishcotheque, lies not so much in its intriguing

variation of beat and subject natter as it docs in the

Butcher's return to the "basic" at the hands of modern

production. It's not a fantastic collection, it's just an

impressively tight one (all the meal's really on the

first side.)

Nobody remains from the original band, the one

before the Conspiracy, but the guitar and harmony

presence of a balding Kizzy O'Callaghan is greatly

appreciated on Fiscotheque. Alex Green's sax work is

die final uplifting ingredient on this record's handful

of perfect pop songs. The lifeblood of Fiscotheque

is its opener, "Next Move Sideways." A serious slap

at American collegiate youth (hey, now), it is the

perfect example of how The Butcher can lake two-

chord verses and make them into an anthem for our

time. "Let's Get It Wrong" is the most originally

cynical piece here, and also bears the most delicious

jazz feel the Butcher has offered (. . . could be getting

it wrong on the hotel bed.) The rest of the album is

essentially about chicken as far as I can tell.

In conclusion, The Jazz Butcher's Fiscotheque
has proven indeed that he is just a regular guy with a

regular dress problem, and perhaps failure is not

falling down . . . it's staying down.

A ROCK OPERA about a skinhead who
becomes a culinary giant could only be conceived by
a southern band who thrashes-up Simon & Garfunkel

tunes for a living. Despite the fact that most of

Sewanee was passed out by the time The Coolies and

Milch ad libbed it chez Lambda Chi two weeks ago,

Doug is a concept album to be reckoned with.

Everything from Westerburg to Lennon to Bon Jovi

is poked at here, amidst a great single-disc story line.

But the impressive thing about The Coolies is that

they all write together and these songs are very much
their own. It's supposed to be hysterical (with titles

like "Crack Pipe (Burning My Hand)"), yet the range
of talent displayed here in the actual music makes the

album enduring. "Coke Light Ice" is the best choice
for displaying how a crowd-pleaser of a song can be
covered with lyrics about getting loo much ice and
not enough coke, and still end up being one hell of a
tune. "40 Foot Stretch" does basically the same
thing, besides embarassing the Dream Syndicate,

except that it rocks both harder and cleaner than The
Coolies have been known to do (yeah, chalk one up
for Danny Beard.)

To sum it all up, Doug goes from short order to

short-handed at the expense of fame and the big city.

So what else is new. "Poverty," a Rob Gal-Clay
Harper tune that easily could have been on any Plastic

Ono Band record, is stirring amidst all this foolery.

"Poverty" provides meaning to the whole set, though
I don't think even they are exactly sure what it is.

Yes even The Coolies can show some spine for a

second, but then, before you know it, they're talkin'

'bout Doug.

C^emaOuild

BY LAURA SPIERS

THIS BEING THE LAST CINEMA GUILD
ARTICLE of the 1987-1988 year, and likewise my
last column as Cinema Guild writer, I would like to

try something completely different from my usual

style. If my first-person narration offends you, you

may as well lake this opportunity to flip over to the

"Man on the Street" section.

To start off, 1 would like to provide what I

think might be helpful advice for the person who
takes over this column next year. My most

important suggestion is that you try to view the

movies before you review them. Dr. Spacarrelli, the

present sponsor of the Guild, will be on sabbatical

next year, so find out who will be in charge next

year, and talk to that person.

One of the toughest jobs is trying to write about

something with which you have no first-hand

experience. If you've ever tried to write a paper

without first reading the book, then you know what I

am talking about. Sometimes the movies are

available on videocassette in the library. If all else

fails, your last resort is Non-Print Services in the

basement of the library. A synopsis of just about

any movie in either the "Films Incorporated Index" or

the "Budget Films Catalogue" can be found there.

The people in NPS are also very helpful to the

aspiring movie critic, and are always very patient

with me as I go shuffling through their catalogues.

If you are unfamiliar with the Macintosh system,

you might consider taking a crash course offered by

Dr. Bordley. All articles for the Purple go onto disc

now. I know very well that it doesn't take much to

lose an article on disc.

Deadlines can be almost as much of a problem.

Maybe you can convince yourself to start early, but I

inevitably put off my article until the last possible

instant. By then, all the discs are checked out, the

terminals in the computer lab are all full, and the

editor is not very pleased.

I am breaking many journalistic rules in this

column. I am well aware of it. You do not use first-

person — this is not an editorial. You avoid cliches at

all costs. Believe me, following the rules is difficult,

but it can be done.

THERE IS A MOVIE REVIEW IN THIS
ISSUE. On May 12, at 7:30 p.m., the Cinema
Guild will show "Whatever Happened to Baby Jane?"

In this masterpiece of suspense from director

Robert Aldrich, Belle Davis and Joan Crawford star as

two once-idolized and wealthy women who are now
virtual recluses. Davis' character creates diabolically

evil torments to rehearse upon her helpless and

crippled sister (Crawford). Davis is at her best in

this sinister role. I am fortunate enough actually to

have viewed this film, and I highly recommend it.

SENIOR CLASS PARTY

The University and the Alumni office are

throwing a farewell party for the Seniors. In years

past, barbeque has been served and attendance has

waned. This year efforts have been made to improve

the party. Oysters, New Orleans style seafood

gumbo, beer (and alternative beverages), and the band
"1969" will be provided. The faculty and

administration are invited and urged to attend.

The party will be held from 4-9 p.m. on May
18, the last day of exams. It will take place on the

lawn behind Rebels' Rest. In the event of rain,

festivities will move to Cravens. .



Evita Flawed by Technical Problems
BY MICHAEL BURGIN
ON APRIL 28-30, STUDENTS and members of

the Sewanee community had the opportunity to see a

Purple Masque production of Evita. When it was
first announced that the theatre department was going

to attempt such a difficult task, many people scoffed,

saying that there was no way that such a lofty aim
could be reached at Sewanee. Many others, myself

included, just waited, rather apprehensively, for the

outcome.

My feelings after opening night were incredibly

mixed. For the most part, I truly enjoyed the cast's

performance. Cindy Beckert (Evita), Dan Laroque
(Che), and Nick Sullivan (Peron) all did admirable

jobs of fulfilling the often strenuous vocal

requirements of their large roles. Randy Lancaster and

Becky Budd did outstanding jobs as Magaldi and
Peron's mistress.

It is a shame that the production had two major
flaws, neither of which were the fault of the cast,

which prevent me from being able to proceed any
further in a fair review of their performance. The
technical flaws were inexcusable. Why, after so

much time and energy, could not the musical director

have found, created, or rigged a microphone system
which would enable the audience to understand what
the principals were saying? Numerous times during

the performance I overheard people commenting upon
the uncomprehendable lyrics.

I REALIZE THAT THE THEATRE department
at Sewanee has a frighteningly low budget, and that,

no doubt, there were several other obstacles which
stood in the way. However, this is no excuse.

Considering that Evita is a musical , at least average

sound quality should be guaranteed before the

production even begins.

Add this to the difficulty I had with following the

actual orchestra music (which, to put it mildly, was
quite loud enough), and to the sporadic quality of the

lights, and I am left wishing that there had been at

least one technical rehearsal. After all, this is Evita

we're talking about.

Second, and the responsibility for this falls into the

director's lap, Saturday night's performance should

have been Thursday's, Friday's should have been
Wednesday's dress rehearsal, and so on. Given even

one or two rehearsals, the overall result would have
been much better.

In the endj responsibility for the lack of execution

lies with the director and with the musical director.

They can be charged with the extravagant misuse of

the lime, effort, and energy of all those involved,

including themselves. Notice that I said "misuse"

and not "waste." The production was good enough

to be shown and enjoyed (as I did enjoy it). Only it

could have been so much better.

On.The Domain"

Congratulations

and Best Wishes

Class of 1988

10% discount Always Givento alumni

(Hlje g>eiumiee ihm aub iGestmtrmit

University Avenue - Sewanee. TN 37375 - (6151 598-1114

Cable TV - Go// - Swimming - Tennis - Catering - Private Parties

First Feature Begins

at 7 p.m.

OLDHAM THEATRE
CALL 907-2516 FOR SHOW TIMES

T YES, I want to subscribe to The Sewanee Purple , student newspaper of the University of the

South, for one academic year. I am enclosing my check made out to the Sewanee Purple in the
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Mail this form and your check for $ C .00 to the Sewanee Purple , S.P.O., Sewanee, TN 37375. I
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Wiggins

Man On the Street by holly paTR.ck

IF YOU WERE TO GET ATATOO.WHAT WOULD YOU GET AND WHERE WOULD YOU PUT IT?

LYLE BARTRUM - Lips on my thumb and

forefinger so 1 could make them move.

CARRIE ASHTON - A rose on the rear.

KATIE CURRAN - A pink flamingo on my left

bicep.

ROLAND KNOLL - A beercan in my left hand.

PAT HALLORAH - Two propellers on my butt.

LYNN ADAMS - The word "boogie" on my butt.

JIM JACKSON - "Yea probly" on Robin

Henderson's forehead, and "the Hook" on Richie

Prince's forehead.

WALL WOFFORD - A heart on the right side of

my chest,

K ATHERINE WOODDY - A deadhead on my butt.

LAURA BELKNAP - A brown recluse spider

somewhere.

IAN CABELL - Fraternity crest on my arm.

MIKE DEVOTO - A beautiful lady on my butt.

DIANA JONES - Some kind of flower on my right

hip.

HEIDI RAMSEY - A moon - where no one could

see it.

REG STAMBAUGH - A razor blade on my wrist.

KAY CAHILL - A butterfly behind my ear.

Celebrate Commencement"! 988

\
Wlth The Lem©o Fair

Perfect Gifts

Designed By Sewanee Artist

ROSIE PASCHALL

ie Lsmnoim P.

University Ave.
Sewanee, Tn. 37375

Available on- 100% Cotton T-Shirt $12.95

Sweatshirt $18.95

Open Mon - Sat 1 lam - 5pm

MAIL ORDERS PLEASE ADD $2.50 PER SHIRT



FROM PAGE 8

necessarily qualify for financial aid. Proudly

proclaiming that these "dirty" schools are "buying"

athletes, we turn away in disgust.

Well, I'll tell you what's really going on here.

Other schools are not afraid to reward a student for

also being a super athlete. Other schools are not afraid

to commit funds to furthering excellence in academics

and athletics (while still keeping them in that order -

it can be done!) . Other schools are not afraid to win

in sports. Not so at the University of the South. It is

almost as if, out of some inane fear of damaging the

reputation of the school's academia, the Sewanee

hierarchy will not allow an athletic team to have a

sustained period of success (perhaps exceptions can be

made only until a team achieves a certain record).

And, although coaches can recruit their behinds off

(and I can assure you, they do) without any strong

leadership in the athletic department (and I can assure

you, there isn't), their plight is solely in the hands of

those who sign the financial aid checks -- those who,

behind closed doors, determine, really, what the future

of the University, in terms of academics and athletics,

will be.

It is truly a testament to our coaches that,

especially in tennis, soccer, basketball, and football,

we have achieved so much success this year. Walking

across the teetering bridge of crumbling facilities and

harried relations with the Financial aid department to

the promised land of athletic victories, our coaches

have shown amazing resolve. One can only hope that

the University will discontinue its finger-wagging at

"lower" schools and will instead become more

competitively involved in the pursuit of well-rounded

athletes, while also making a legitimate financial

commitment to this crucial part of university life.

FOLDS

FROM PAGE g

A strong showing in the conference meet,

however, will definitely make up for other

disappointing showings. Recognizing the relative

inexperience of his team. Coach Wingen
reflects,"We've been gearing up for conference all year

long. If we just put it together we can make a serious

challenge in Terre Haute." Let's hope the Tigers can

put it all together in this last tournament, the final

one for seniors Podvey and Jones.

SEWANEE STUDENTS PRESENT and past

played an important part in the success of the fourth

annual Franklin County Very Special Arts Festival

for students with disabilities, held on April 29 and

May 2. Two hundred junior and senior high students

gathered Friday, April 29, at the University of the

South for a "Day On Campus" that included campus

tours, a picnic in Guerry Garth, musical

entertainment, and T-shirt tye-dyeing, hosted by

members of the Theta Kappa Phi sorority and the Phi

Delta Theta fraternity. Sewanee seniors Lee Tritt,

Stephen Christie, Katherine Cooper, and Sarah

Halbkat coordinated the event, assisted by the VSAF
Planning Committee.

On May 2, a "Medieval Festival of the Arts" was

attended by two hundred elementary school students

with mild, moderate, and severe handicaps. 1987

Sewanee graduate Randy Lancaster provided music.

"We are pleased to have St. Andrew's-Sewanee school

teacher Randy Lancaster, musician and two-year

veteran of VSAF festivals, as our master of

Ceremonies this year," said H.B. Saussy, VSAF
Planning Committee chairman. Lancaster and his

band, Opus II, were the featured entertainment of the

festival, at the "Minstrels' Merriment Stage."

Volunteers from all the Franklin County

communities led small classes in music, clay, dance,

painting, and other arts activities. Adult volunteers

as well as students from area schools served as teacher

aides.

Students from the Franklin County High School

Interact Club and the South Junior High School FHA
Club held a roadblock on Sat., April 16, and raised

close to $600 for the Very Special Arts Festival. The

festival is partly funded by grants from the National

Committee, Arts for the Handicapped.

ATTENTION
University of the South

employees

AEDC Federal Credit Union

is proud

to have you

as part of our

field of membership!

Open your account today at any of our

convenient offices and begin taking

advantage of our wide array of services:

MANCHESTER C

'AEDC Federal

Credit Union

Sewanee Cleanup day a Success

ON SATURDAY, APRIL 30, Sewanee Cleanup
Day was held. Twelve Greek organizations
participated in trash pickup, brush clearing, and
mowing. Those participating were Gamma Tau
Upsilon, Theta Pi, Phi Delta Theta, Chi Psi, Delta
Tau Delta, Delta Kappa Epsilon, Lambda Chi Alpha,
Kappa Alpha, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Alpha Tau
Omega, Sigma Nu, and Phi Gamma Delta. Four
groups were chosen as winners of $50 prizes. These
were PDT, TP, KA, and PGD.

MOHIUDDIN TEACHES AT VANDY

DR. YASMEEN MOHIUDDIN will be a

yjjSting assistant professor at Vanderbilt University

.OTNashville this summer. She will teach a course On

"Policies for Economic Development" in the

Economics Department of the University.

Shenanigans

Serving Delicious Sandwiches

Quiche, Homemade Soup &
Desserts

Featuring Luncheon Specials

Monday thru Friday!

Monday: Pizza By The Slice (£)
Wednesday: Mexican Lunch rCC\

. BURRITOS& ENCHILADAS t§$
© $3.25

@ LIVE MUSIC^ WEDNESDAY 8pm

Great Pizza, Burgers,

Fried Mushrooms,
Homemade Soups,

& So Forth....

Mon-Tues-Wed: 11:30-2:30 pm
& 5:00-11:00 pm

Thurs-Fri-Sat: 11:30 am-ll:30 pm

Visa/Mastercard

The Mead -!%ua rters

Two Tanning Beds

For Your Convenience!

REDKIN & PAUL MITCHELL HAIR
AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS

SEWANEE 598-061
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Arts Notes... Arts Notes... Arts Notes... Arts Notes... Art

ON THE MOUNTAIN: Senior Fine Arts

Majors Exhibit, in University Gallery May 5-21

.

TENNESSEE PERFORMING ARTS
CENTER [NASHVILLE: (615) 741-7975;

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL
"TICKETMASTER" LOCATIONS; TO
CHARGE CALL (TOLL FREE) 1-800-24-

SHOWS): South Pacific, starring Robert

Goulet, May 3-8, $11 to $29; Andrew Lloyd

Webber: From Hippie to Hero, seminar by

Stan Tucker, Mon., May 16, 12 noon, Andrew

Johnson Theatre, $5; CHEEKWOOD FINE

ARTS CENTER: Swan Ball Gallery opens;

to house Ewers Collection of Worcester Porcelain;

David Hockney's photographs on display May

7-June 19; Doc Watson, folk guitarist, Sun., May

8, 6 p.m.. Swan Lawn, $6 advance, $7 at gat;

Campbell Soup Collection of soup tureens and

related objects, Apr. 2-June 5.

BLAIR RECITAL HALL: David
Vanderkooi, cellist, Karen Ann Krieger,

pianist, and Mary Kathryn Parker,

violinist, in recital, Mon., May 16, 8 p.m., free;

Mikado auditions Sat. May 7, 5-9 p.m., for late

June production.

AREA: Smithville Fiddlers' Jamboree

and Crafts Festival, with over $3,000 in prizes,

Fri. and SaL, July 1-2, on the Square, Smithville,

free; Woody Herman Orchestra, Sat., May 7, 8 p.m..

University of Tennessee-Chattanooga Arena, $10;

Of Interest... Of Interest... Of Interest... Of Interest

ON THE MOUNTAIN: Otey Ministry

of Healing now available every Tues., 4-5:30 p.m.,

598-5926 for appointments;

JOBS, GRANTS, SCHOLARSHIPS,
STUDY: FAA is recruiting for 3,000 air

traffic controller jobs this year, call

(301)859-3733; Summer employment in cruise line

industry, call Janet Kennedy (216)749-9373; Summer

employment at Blue Ridge Assembly, (704)669-

8422; McDonald's Literary Achievements

Awards, $2,000 prizes in poetry, fiction, and

playwrilir.g, see Purple editor for details; PVA
/Youth for Vietnam Veternas Scholarship

Fund now accepting scholarship applications from

children of veterans, contact Scholarship committee,

c/o Paralyzed Veterans of America, 801 18th Street,

N.W., Washington, D.C., 20006 by May 31;

Summer Israel Study Tour of Biblical

archaeology and the holy sites of Israel, organized by

the Reverand Dr. Phillip Culbcrtson of the School of

Theology, (615) 598-1412; Summer camp
counselors and waterfront counselor at Camp
Towanda in Honesdale, PA, contact Mr. Sam Nordap

316LyncroftRoad,NewRochelle,NY, 10804, (914)

636-1937; Rolling Stone College Journalism

Competition, (212) 758-3800 for entry forms;

Tennessee Society to Prevent Blindness

Most Beautiful Eyes in Tennessee contest,

(615) 352-0450 for entry form; Public Interest

Research Groups jobs with political impact, (617)

292-4805; Southern Regional Education

Board seeks applicants for entry into Faculty Data

Bank, contact Jennifer C. Friday, Associate Director,

Educational Opportunity Programs, Southern

Regional Educational Board, 592 Tenth Street, NW,
Atlanta, GA 30318-5790; Summer Internships

in New York metropolitan area, write Student

Internship Service, P.O. box 1053, Kings Park, NY,
11754; BUNAC work in Britain, (212) 661-

1414; Honeywell Futurist Awards
Competition, (1-800) 328-5111; National
Conference On Racial & Ethnic Rlations in

American Higher Education, Apr. 26-28, (405)

325-3936 (can gel application from Purple editor);

Student Conservation Association summer
resource assistants at several hundred national parks,

forests, wildlife refuges, etc. nationwide, applications

Mar. I and June 1, (603) 826-5206 or 5741; National

Park Service lifeguards in New York, Long Island,

New Jersey, and Mass., (800) NP8-SWIM, toll free;

Operation Crossroads Africa, Inc. community

programs in rural Caribbean and African villages,

various specialized projects, (800) 42-AFRICA;

Family & Children's Services of Chatt.

seeks volunteers, child abuse help, other, 755-2702 or

2825; Ralph McGill Scholarship Fund for

future journalists, up to $2,000 for use DURING
UNDERGRADUATE YEARS, see Purple editor for

application; National Center for Paralegal

Training of Atlanta, $3,000 and $1,000

scholarships to train for profession with 98

percent projected growth rate into 1990's, fastest-

SUNDRY: The 1987-88 American
association of University Professors

Annual Report shows that average salary levels for

faculty members increased less than previous year for

the third consecutive year, average salaries for all

college and universities combined are: $47,400 for

full professors; $35,300 for associate professors;

$29,200 for assistant professors; and $22,090 for

instructors; Greyhound will let college

students ship home their personal belongings on a

"collect" basis, where parents pay all charges at the

home destination; Manpower Inc. survey

indicates hiring plans of U.S. business firms for the

first quarter of 1988 virtually unaffected by stock

market drop, detailed outlook available from Purple

TTfigGir My IPualb

The Truly Dangerous Swan
Tuesday, May 10, 9 p.m. - 1 a.

from Hilton Head, SC
ADMISSION IS ABSOLUTELY FREE

Pub Hours
Sunday 1p.m - 11 p.m.

Mon - Thurs 9 a.m. - 12 a.m.

Friday 9 a.m. - 3 a.m.

Saturday 10 a.m. - 3 a.m.

Grim a osfs Hv. r hour Before Ci osing

•Mountain Mega Mugs*

the pub will remain open until 3 a.m.

on Weekends through Saturday, may 21

.

UJEDNESDHV PUB M0UIES
Sponsored by the Cinema Guild

Free Popcorn

Special Discount Niyhts
250 off First Dollar

250 Additional Discount

FOR ALL BEVERAGES & FOOD
MONDAY: GREEK NIGHT 7 - 9 P.M.

Come by after your Meeting

Wear your Pin or Letters

TUliSDAY: INDEPENDENT NIGHT 7 - 9 P.M
THURSDAY: EARLY WEEKEND SPECIAL

From 5 p.m. until 8 p.m.

FRIDAY: SENIOR NIGHT 5PM UNTIL CLOSE














